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MercuryMD Gets Rave Reviews

Somewhere sits a health care CIO or two who did not have

a terrific experience with MercuryMD, but we haven’t found them

yet.

The MercuryMD product makes data from electronic

information systems readily available on PDAs, and in a format

physicians understand.  Many MDs learn it in medical school.

Users say it installs in days, reduces paperwork, speeds MD

workflow, cuts down on fights over computer workstations, and

makes everyone in the organization           (See MercuryMD, page 6)

EMR Researchers:  Systems Aren’t Fully Used
Even Advanced Systems Don’t Cut The Mustard With MDs

Health care provider organizations with electronic medical

record systems for ambulatory care are typically using only frac-

tions of their capabilities and as a result aren’t receiving their real

benefits, two University of San Francisco researchers said after 2.5

years of research and interviews with about 90 advocates of

electronic medical records.

Researchers Robert Miller, PhD, and Ida Sim, MD, write

in their March/April Health Affairs article that all the practices

they reviewed used the EMR’s viewing capability, and all except

three used electronic prescribing.  But when it came electronic

documentation, the heart of the EMR, practices “varied greatly.”

A few document painstakingly, with electronic templates.  Others

settle for blocks of text.

Dr. Miller is an associate professor of health economics

and PhD in economics.  Dr Sim is assistant professor of medicine

and associate director for the medical informatics at UCSF.

Like CPOE, EMRs slow down MDs

Their research also hints at a core problem that electronic

medical records for ambulatory care share with computerized

physician order entry (CPOE) for inpatient care: most physicians

using EMRs report spending more time per patient for at least
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months and maybe even years.  Both are resisted

because both slow the MD down.

Basic systems don’t do enough, but advanced

systems clutter MD’s path, take extra time

  “Basic” EMR users have their dictated

notes transcribed and imported into the EMR, or

they type them into unstructured text boxes.  More

advanced users go to the trouble of setting up

problem-specific templates with embedded

prompts.

Even state-of-the-art systems don’t neces-

sarily cut the mustard: they have too many

screens, options, and navigational aids, particu-

larly for documenting progress notes.

Lack of adequate electronic data inter-

change and interfacing between the EMR and

other systems also tend to limit interest in elec-

tronic medical record systems, especially for MDs

in small and solo practice.  Physicians in 9 of the

18 small and solo practices studied couldn’t view

any electronic lab results within the EMR, and 17

couldn’t view hospital data.  Nine were not

interfaced to their own practice management

systems.  Some labs and hospitals refused to set up

data exchanges.  More rarely, the small practices

couldn’t connect because they or their vendors

didn’t make the necessary changes in their own

systems.  The researchers’ definition of “small and

solo” took in groups of 10 physicians or fewer, but

most in the category actually had fewer than 5, Dr.

Miller said.

Costs: $12,000 to $16,000 per MD

Cost combined with uncertain long-term

financial benefits were also a barrier.  In most

practices, up-front costs ranged from $16,000 to

$36,000 per MD.  Factor in decreased revenue

from seeing fewer patients during implementation,

and the expense is higher.  Benefits varied greatly,

from zero to more that $20,000 per MD per year.

The research was funded by foundation grants,

which sets it apart from most other EMR research

we’ve seen. The full 10-page paper is available for

$12.95 at http://content.healthaffairs.org/cgi/content/

abstract/23/2/116.

Divorcing Outsourcing Entities

Squabble Over Employees

In dissolving an outsourcing relationship,

Daou Systems and University of Chicago Hospi-

tals and Health System (UCH) have raised a tough

question: when and how should the parties to a

terminated outsourcing agreement begin unwind-

ing their arrangement?

UCH and Daou ended up ina squabble

over human resources which ended up in court.

This report comes mainly from UCH documents;

Daou never appeared in court.

The history: Daou and UCH signed a 5-

year, $6-million network management deal in

1998.  The deal let Daou hire UCH employees for

the first 60 days; then, the parties were prohibited

from poaching each other’s work forces.

At the back end, neither was allowed to

hire the other’s employees during the year after the

agreement’s end, except under certain circum-

stances.   If UCH paid Daou a “recruitment fee”

equivalent to 30% of the employee’s annual

compensation, it could then make job offers to

Daou employees within that year-long dark

period.

In spring, 2003, with the deal about to

expire, Daou submitted a bid for a renewal.  UCH

turned Daou down, saying its prices were too high.

Daou reduced prices, but UCH still declined.

On May 13, UCH asked Daou for em-

ployee salary information, saying UCH wished to

invoke its option to recruit Daou employees within

the one-year window and pay the salary-based

penalty.  Daou Sales VP John Cardwell refused,

saying that it would be “inappropriate” for Daou
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to disclose employee salary information prior to

the agreement’s June 30 expiration date.

He also took the position that it would be

inappropriate and legally unwise for UCH to

approach any of its employees with job offers

prior to the deal’s expiration.

UCH did so anyway, approaching four

Daou network engineers on May 19.  In court

papers, UCH argued that if it didn’t get its foot in

the door early, the employees would be locked

down by other employers.  UCH said it offered

Daou the $90,000 recruitment fee.  Daou turned

it down and demanded $300,000 for unspecified

damages.  UCH invoked the contract arbitration

clause; Daou refused to arbitrate; and the whole

thing landed in court.  It was settled in September,

with each side agreeing to pay its own legal fees.

  The real problem here was that manage-

ment in both organizations changed between the

time the deal was signed and the time it expired,

said Sandra Taylor, Daou’s VP, marketing.

Contracts can’t cover every handshake and

contingency, she said, and neither side had a

memory of the off-the-record understandings that

made this one hum.  The dispute ended amicably,

with UCH getting back its employees.

Daou, meantime, is easing its way out of

most of its outsourcing business, and focusing

instead on best practices.  From the vendor’s point

of view, the difficulty with outsourcing agree-

ments can be that the vendor is sometimes obli-

gated to accept all affected hospital employees,

including the lemons, she said.  Under those

terms, it is difficult for the vendor to show a better

result than the hospital had.

Maybe so--but a clear agreement on the

rehiring process upon termination is still a good

idea all around.

However, if what Ms. Taylor said is

widely so, and if some organizations are

outsourcing in order to hand off the task of

dealing with dead-weight employees, then the

MIS executive isn’t pulling his/her weight, either.

User Silence: Red Flag Or Too Early To Tell?

ERP--Is It A Boon or A Bane?

It’s not hard to find reports on customer

disappointment with large-scale ERP systems.

However, Gartner Group argues that organiza-

tions should look into ERP, because that’s where

the financial rewards are.

So which is it--boon or bane?

In an attempt to see what’s up, we ran-

domly selected and tried to contact numerous

Lawson and Peoplesoft sites.

On the Lawson side, Goshen General,

Goshen, Ind., said it terminated with Lawson Jan.

1, and declined additional comment.  Scripps

Health, San Diego, Calif. initially agreed to an

interview, then backed out.  These others either

declined or did not get back to us: Hoag Memo-

rial Hospital Presbyterian, Newport Beach, Calif.;

Yale New Haven Health, New Haven, Conn.;

Greater Baltimore Medical Center, Baltimore

Md.; Middlesex Hospital, Middleton, Conn.; and

Raritan Bay Medical Center, Old Bridge N.J.

On the Peoplesoft side, these hospitals

either declined, or did not call us back: Children’s

Hospital, Los Angeles, Calif.; Sarasota Memorial

Hospital, Sarasota, Fla.; Dartmouth Hitchcock,

Lebanon, N.H.; University of Utah, Salt Lake

City, Utah;  and East Jefferson General Hospital,

Metairie, La.

That’s 12 hospitals not willing to discuss

their systems, out of 15 we contacted or tried to

reach (see below for reports on the others).

Yes, people are busy.  Yes, people may be

annoyed with this publication, or wary of the

press in general. Or with some, possibly it was
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that your mother  taught you that if you don’t

have anything nice to say, don’t say anything at

all.  Or perhaps our information on what systems

these sites use may be incorrect.

 In general, it’s our experience that a

response rate this low--so few people willing to

talk--is a red flag.  Typically, satisfied organiza-

tions want to be interviewed; those who don’t

either aren’t ready to discuss results yet, or don’t

like the results.  So, if you are looking into

licensing an ERP system, call your friends, do

extra site visits, check with KLAS Enterprises,

and keep reading here.  The cone of silence

suggests that ERP is still not widely installed and

stable in health care.

Below are some user reports we did

manage to get.

ERP:  Lawson Draws Good Review;

Peoplesoft Clients Lukewarm

Of three executives who consented to

recent interviews about implementations of

enterprise resource planning systems, only George

Brenckle, CIO at the University of Pennsylvania

Health System, a Lawson client, responded with a

categorical “yes” when he was asked whether he

would choose his vendor again.

“Lawson products do a good job” of

supporting health care, he said.  UPHS has

installed Lawson financials and materials man-

agement at two big clinics and three hospitals and

is installing it in a fourth hospital.  Pennsylvania

Hospital, Philadelphia, will use Lawson to replace

GEAC general ledger and Matkon materials

management.  Matkon is an older McKesson

product. GEAC makes ERP systems, but it is not

a leader in healthcare.

At UPHS, two finalists for ERP were

Peoplesoft and Lawson.  The deciding factor:

UPHS had and liked Lawson’s human resources

applications and saw no reason to change.

Mr. Brenckle wasn’t specific on why he

likes Lawson.  However, we think part of the

reason is that the system supported an extensive

financial process redesign project, which he

described in some detail.  Thanks to both Lawson

and process re-engineering, “we have seen the

benefits we expected,” he said.  At the time he

was interviewed, Mr. Brenckle was running

Lawson 7.2.4 and upgrading to 8.0.3.

Two considered Lawson, selected Peoplesoft

Two sites that considered Lawson, but

then went with Peoplesoft, cited system integra-

tion as a factor in their decision.  At Northwestern

Memorial, 750 beds, Chicago, Peoplesoft’s level

of integration was the deciding factor, said Sue

Lopardo, director of information services and

administration systems management.

 Asked whether Northwestern would

choose Peoplesoft again, she said that system

integration would once again be the deciding

factor.  That seemed to open the door to a possibly

decision, since Northwestern has not found

Peoplesoft’s integration of its own products

entirely up to snuff.

Every month “You’re updating the tables

in one system and then turning around and manu-

ally updating the tables in another system,” she

said.  Integration is good “on a global level,” she

said, but not “as you get down into each of the e-

components of the system.”

She raised a second issue: vendors drive

providers nuts with on-line bulletin boards and

their confusing array of upgrades and patches, and

until recently, Peoplesoft was among the worst

offenders.  The vendor recently overhauled its

processes.  It now aggregates patches by cus-

tomer, so things will likely be better, she said.

Northwestern believes it is saving money

by using Peoplesoft’s on-line purchasing system.

The system forces users to order all purchases
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from a single electronic catalog.  Special orders

are flagged.  That feature has helped Northwest-

ern cut expenses, she said.  In another important

plus, Northwestern is using Peoplesoft’s Enter-

prise Portal, which allows department managers

to serve themselves on line.

Emory Healthcare was also attracted by

Peoplesoft’s integration, said CIO Dee Cantrell.

Good prices may have also been a factor.

Peoplesoft is reputed to be expensive, but the

vendor can be “very competitive,” she said.

Emory will also use what it calls Peoplesoft’s

“self-service modules” which allow employees to

update their own demographics and fetch their

own W-2s on line, she said.

Asked what she’d like to see different in

Peoplesoft, Ms. Cantrell said it needs to develop

its own competitively-priced implementation arm,

so organizations don’t have to look to outsiders

for installation.  Her advice: If you use consult-

ants, make sure there’s appropriate “knowledge

transfer” to your staff.

Three years after installation, Emory is

still waiting for the Peoplesoft system to return the

investment.  She believes it will appear once the

self-service modules are installed.  She hesitated

to say whether Emory would choose Peoplesoft

again.  She finally settled on yes, but it added,

“because we’ve already invested so much.”

From The Construction Guy to the IT

Guy: “Don’t Gum Up The Works”

If there is a hospital construction project

in your future, take this as a heads-up:

Building committees march to the bang of

their own hammer.  They have their own lan-

guage, timetables and key actors.  Even if ground-

breaking isn’t for years, you need to show up and

participate when the project design committee

first invites you to the table.

That message comes from Don Kinser,

president of EDI, Ltd., an Atlanta, Ga.-based

technology planning and design firm.

Whether because of pent-up demand or

the “graying of America,” many hospitals have

construction projects going or planned.  The 2004

Billian Hospital Directory, for example, identifies

about 180 new hospitals under construction, in

2003.  Many others are renovating or adding.

IT execs tend to blow off design commit-

tees meetings on the theory that nothing important

can be going on with a project that is still years in

the future.

Big mistake, he says.

A lot having to do with hospital construc-

tion is set in figuratiive concrete early.  Construc-

tion budgets can flex down the road, but like real

concrete, they flex less once that real concrete is

being poured.  The longer you wait, the harder it

will be to find money for IT needs.

Another tip: try to have the budget to say

where the money to support your needs will come

from--the construction capital budget, IT capital

expenditures, or IT operations. If you don’t

watch carefully, costs you’d expect to be absorbed

by the construction budget may fall on IT.  The

time to hash that out is early.

Also, don’t avoid early decision-making

sessions with the excuse that “technology is

changing too rapidly,” or not knowing which

system you’ll want to license.  You need an

infrastructure that will support any system; you

can’t tear walls out every time you switch vendors

or your vendor switches technologies.

Things like wiring closet locations, data

centers, and telecommunications rooms are also

laid out years before construction begins.  They,

too, can be changed down the road, but usually

only at higher cost than if they were handled right
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in the first place.

Eight to 10 years ago, many hospitals

didn’t have networks, and those that did used

them mostly to support financial systems.  These

days, many organizations use them to support

clinical systems, so careful planning is becoming

essential.  (PACS, for example, is both very data-

intensive and popular with physicians.)

A third tip: IT departments tend to ignore

the subcontractors involved in electrical systems,

nurse call systems, building automation, and

building security, focusing only on the structured

cabling subcontractor, who usually shows up

fairly late in the project.  But you can’t just sail in

six or eight months before ground-breaking with a

cabling contractor in tow and “expect things to go

smoothly,” he said.

Most IT executives don’t have either the

time or the expertise to manage IT construction.

Therein lies his commercial message: “Hire an

expert.”   (Mr. Kinser makes his living planning

IT projects for hospitals.)  However, he says he

and his profession aren’t alone in their advocacy.

He said he based his advice on conversations with

architects from “8-10” major national hospital

architectural firms.  “They are the ones who suffer

most when hospitals don’t hire experts.”

 Final piece of advice: some vendors will

try to sell you your software, your medical equip-

ment and all your cabling.  “What we’ve ob-

served,” and what the architects say, is that such

arrangement end up costing organizations extra

and can disrupt project schedules, he said.

We guessed that his caution was aimed at

one-stop-shopping offerings by GE Medical,

Philips, and Siemens.  He didn’t deny it.  Mr.

Kinser’s comments come from at the 2004

HIMSS conference, and in a follow-up interview

with us.  Mr. Kinser, founder & president EDI

Ltd.: (770) 956-7000.

MercuryMD...continued from page 1:

think that the CIO is a genius.

It’s also low-cost.  Virtua CIO Linda Reed

squeezed it in without a budget.

In a post-implementation Virtua survey,

100% of MDs agreed that setup and training on

the application were excellent; 93% liked the

quality of the application; and 93% were positive

about reliability.  “I think this is one of the best

things we have ever done,” she said.

Josh Woods, IT Director at Camden-

Clark Memorial Hospital, Parkersburg W.Va.,

said MercuryMD support is “amazing.”  The

vendor will actually call him and tell him that a

certain physician is having a problem, so he can

have an answer ready for the MD before the MD

gets around to complaining.  By the time the MD

gets around to calling,  “I’m prepared.  I sound

like a genius.”

MDs there like the product so well that

Camden-Clark credits it with boosting admission

rates, he said.

Scott Krodel, director of information

services at St. Mary’s Medical Center of Ascen-

sion Health, Evansville, Ind., said that in his 14

years in healthcare IT, he has “rarely, if ever,”

found a vendor that has such a high level of

commitment to its clients.  MDs say the product

gives them more time with patients and may

improve care.  One MD confided that having

pharmacy data at his fingertips helped him catch a

couple of medication errors.

Mike McLaughlin, director and CIO,

Southern Maine Medical Center, Biddleford,

Maine, also likes the MercuryMD team person-

ally.    From installation, to upgrades, to trouble-

shooting, they are “just a refreshing group to work

with,” he said.  He also likes what the vendor has

done for Southern Maine’s medical staff.  One

gastroenterologist told him that MercuryMD
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allows him to call up notes on a patient after he

leaves the hospital.  A family doctor said it

facilitated hallway consultations between MDs.

 Southern Maine compared it with

PatientKeeper and chose MercuryMD because

MercuryMD is a smaller vendor with a “personal

touch.”  Virtua also looked at Siemens PDA,

which it found “great for nursing” but “not

physician-friendly.”

St Mary’s chose MercuryMD over

ServeNet and PatientKeeper, principally on the

basis of vendor interest and attitude.  St. Mary’s

also looked at the McKesson PDA application,

which was not yet well-developed at that time

(McKesson announced its new physician product

at the 2004 HIMSS meeting).

Judging from what users say, the product

seems to run on nearly any PDA and interfaces

with nearly any clinical system.  St. Mary’s runs

it with Siemens ADT, Misys lab, McKesson

nursing documentation, McKesson Star radiology

and pharmacy, and Lanier transcription.  (MDs

can scroll through text reports.)  Camden-Clark

runs it with Meditech.  New interfaces are typi-

cally considered part of maintenance and are

made available at no extra charge, users said.

The user interface is popular.  Navigating

Meditech is a hurdle, but MercuryMD’s simpler

interface “significantly reduced” the time MDs

spent fishing around, said Camden-Clark’s IT

exec Mr. Woods.

But it’s not perfect. St. Mary’s wants

nursing notes and rehab notes broken out; Virtua

docs are looking for a screen that says “you

ordered this, but it’s not ready.”

The vendor is working on two-way

technology.  Beta test site Camden-Clark envi-

sions a day when MDs can sign off on dictation

and orders via PDA.  Down the road, there might

also be a capability to re-order previously ordered

lab values.  Because of space limitations, “it will

probably never grow into full-blown CPOE.”

Data synchronization, which can take up

to four minutes but usually takes about 45 sec-

onds, seems to be the biggest pain for MDs.

Virtua and St. Mary’s are close to installing

wireless networks.  Camden-Clark has one and

uses it to speed synchronization time, but does not

use it to support real-time connectivity.

MercuryMD: 877-917-5066, http://

www.mercurymd.com

Fake HIV Letters Do Not Seem

To Involve Medical Data Theft

A cruel hoax reported March 20 by the

New York Times, in which at least 10 New

Yorkers received fake hospital letters saying

they’d been exposed to HIV, doesn’t seem to

involve theft of hospital data.

The fake letters were written with a

reproduced Mount Sinai Hospital logo, and

claimed to be from Mount Sinai.  The writer

seemed to have personal information the recipi-

ents.  However, the individuals who received the

letters had not been treated at Mount Sinai and

had no connection whatsoever with the hospital,

said hospital spokesman Mel Granik.

Columbus Children’s Opts For Picis

As Picis characterizes it, Surgical Infor-

mation Systems (SIS), Alpharetta, Ga., had the

inside track, but Picis, of Wakefield, Mass.,

prevailed at Columbus Children’s Hospital, which

chose the Picis CareSuite perioperative care

record over the SIS product.

Columbus Children’s runs Eclipsys

inpatient documentation systems; Eclipsys’s

chosen partner is SIS.  Picis quotes Columbus

officials as saying that Picis had the most to show

in a live environment.  Picis could demonstrate
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OR management, anesthesia and post-anesthesia

care documentation.  Picis has to build a two-way

interface with Eclipsys to accommodate outgoing

clinical data and incoming ADT.  As we under-

stand it, ADT flows from SMS Invision to

Eclipsys to Picis.

 While Picis has the more complete

system, preliminary data from KLAS Enterprises

suggests that SIS may have some stronger prod-

ucts.  This installation will be interesting to track.

Eclipsys Adds ‘Healing Cultures’

Think Tank To Its Team

Eclipsys Corp. is bringing a squad of

bright women to the table.  The deal between

Eclipsys Corp. and Clinical Practice Model

Resource Center, (CPMRC) Grand Rapids,

Mich., is billed as a merger; it’s more an absorp-

tion by Eclipsys of a small health care think tank.

Eclipsys said it is already collaborating

with CPRMC to develop an automated version of

some 180 evidence-based practice guidelines that

are available through CPRMC.  CPRMC’s

specialty is developing “health healing work

cultures.”  Many of the 22 executives and “associ-

ates” listed on the CPRMC Web site are nurses,

and all are women.

Coffee, Tea or PracticeXpert Video?

United Airlines has agreed to hype

PracticeXpert, the Los Angeles, Calif., vendor of

physician practice management systems, on in-

flight infomercials.  You can catch the video on

international flights into New York, Los Angeles,

Chicago, San Francisco, and a few other spots.

CPSI Sites Live on PACS

Computer Programs and Systems, Inc,

(CPSI) Mobile, Ala., reports that its ImageLink

Picture Archiving and Communications System is

live at Shelby Memorial Hospital, Shelbyville,

Ill.; Sweetwater Hospital, Sweetwater, Tenn.; and

Cary Medical Center, Caribou, Maine.  CPSI’s

announcement quotes Craig Cheney, MD,

Shelby’s chief radiologist, as saying “everything

is right there in one application.”

EDS Reportedly Loses British Deal

Electronic Data Systems has apparently

disappointed the British National Health System

(NHS).  The British publication E-Health Insider

reports that the government terminated a 90-

million-Euro project just 18 months after it was

signed because EDS was failing to deliver, and

because “take-up of the service was too low.”

The job was to provide secure web-based

E-mail to some 25,000 NHS staff.  At the rate it

was going, the system would have taken 47 years

to roll out in its entirety, E-Health reported.  EDS

says the project was under-publicized and has

filed a claim to recover its costs.

Axolotl Enhances Elysium To Facili-

tate Generic Ordering

Axolotl Corp. said it has enhanced the

Elysium Prescriptions Management system with

release of a decision support tool that makes it

easier for MDs to prescribe generic equivalents.

Using the new software, physicians can start a

prescription with a brand name, and then be

guided to the generic alternatives.


